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HOW IT WORKS

Two main blocks of topics will be covered during the training:

Idea generation → What to learn from start-ups
- The mindset: Start small. Experiment
- Involve customers. Fail. Iterate

Validation → Idea development and testing outside the building
- Getting customer feedback with fast-made prototypes of an idea
- Testing Business Models and validate the results
- Pivot

Workshops will follow the flipped classroom approach: video materials will be provided on-line before the coaching, and time in Brussels will be mainly devoted to team-work, discussion, debates and review.
Principles of Lean Startup methodology
- Customer vs. Product Development
- How to capture your vision on a single page
- Finding a compelling problem that is worth solving

Customer Segments
- Product Market Fit
- Multiple Customer Segments
- Consequences of Not Understanding a Market
- Team work (Javelin Board)

Building products that meets customers needs
- The easiest and fastest ways to build minimum viable products so you can get your product launched as quickly as possible
- Tactics for experimenting with MVPs on real customers
- Creating Experiments to Test Hypotheses
- Lean User Experience
- The Art of the Pivot
Value Proposition

- Value Proposition and the Minimum Viable Product
- Common Mistakes With Value Proposition
- Team work (Lean Canvas)

Revenue Models

- How Do You Make Money
- Revenue Streams and Price
- Market Size and Share

Critical components of different business models

- Value Proposition
- Customer Segments
- Revenue Streams
- Key Resources
- Customer Development Processes
- Minimum Viable Product
- Market Opportunity Analysis
- Refining your vision into a bullet proof business model
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